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The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Third
Annual Collection - Gardner Dozois 2006-07-11

Collects short stories exploring themes of time
and space travel, self-discovery, and science and
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technology.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: TwentyFourth Annual Collection - Gardner R. Dozois
2007
Collects short stories exploring themes of time
and space travel, self-discovery, and science and
technology.
Poe's Children - Peter Straub 2009-10-06
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Ghost Story—and 8-time Bram Stoker Award
winner—gathers 24 bone-chilling, nail-biting,
frightfully imaginative stories that represent the
best of contemporary horror writing.
“Revelatory.... A remarkably consistent,
frequently unsettling book.” —The Washington
Post “[Straub] collects the best scary short
stories out there.” —Time Dan Chaon “The Bees”
Elizabeth Hand “Cleopatra Brimstone” Steve
Rasnic Tem and Melanie Tem “The Man on the
Ceiling” M. John Harrison “The Great God Plan”
Ramsey Campbell “The Voice of the Beach”
Brian Evenson “Body” Kelly Link “Louise’s

Ghost” Jonathan Carroll “The Sadness of Detail”
M. Rickert “Leda” Thomas Tessier “In Praise of
Folly” David J. Schow “Plot Twist” Glen
Hirshberg “The Two Sams” Thomas Ligotti
“Notes on the Writing of Horror: A Story”
Benjamin Percy “Unearthed” Bradford Morrow
"Gardener of Heart” Peter Straub “Little Red’s
Tango” Stephen King “The Ballad of a Flexible
Bullet” Joe Hill “20th Century Ghost” Ellen
Klages “The Green Glass Sea” Tia V. Travis “The
Kiss” Graham Joyce “Black Dust” Neil Gaiman
“October in the Chair” John Crowley
“Missolonghi 1824” Rosalind Palermo Stevenson
“Insect Dreams”
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror 2006 Ellen Datlow 2006-08-22
For nearly two decades, readers have turned to
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror to find the
most rewarding fantastic short stories. Ellen
Datlow, Kelly Link, and Gavin Grant continue
this critically acclaimed and award-winning
tradition with another stunning collection of
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stories. The fiction and poetry here is culled
from an exhaustive survey of the field, nearly
four dozen works ranging from fairy tales to
gothic horror, from magic realism to dark tales
in the Grand Guignol style. Rounding out the
volume are the editors' invaluable overviews of
the year in fantasy and horror, and sections on
graphic novels, by Charles Vess; on anime and
manga, by Joan D. Vinge; on media, by Ed
Bryant; and on music, by Charles de Lint. With a
long list of Honorable Mentions, this is an
indispensable reference as well as the best
reading available in fantasy and horror.Isabel
Allende Laird Barron Elizabeth Bear Andrew
Bonia Chaz Brenchley Tom Brennan Jack Cady
Jennifer Chang Robert Coover Albert E. Cowdrey
Kelly Everding Jeffrey Ford Theodora Goss
Elizabeth Hand Joe Hill Glen Hirshberg Pentti
Holappa Dave Hutchinson China Miéville, Emma
Bircham, and Max Schäfer Sarah Monette Ralph
Robert Moore Adam L.G. Nevill Kim Newman
Reggie Oliver Chuck Palahniuk Stacey Richter

Barbara Roden Deborah Roggie Jay Russell
Geoff Ryman Mark Samuels Willa Schneberg
Nisi Shawl Delia Sherman Bruce Sterling
Howard Waldrop Daniel Wallace Marley
Youmans
The History of Anonymity - Jennifer Chang 2008
This debut collection of vivid, lyrical poems
explores the emotional landscape of childhood
without confession and without straightforward
narrative. Chang sweeps together myth and fairy
tale, skirting the edges of events to focus on the
psychological tenor of experience: the
underpinnings of identity and the role of nature
in both constructing and erasing a self. From the
edge of the ocean, where things constantly shift
and dissolve, through "the forest's thick, / where
the trees meet the dark," to an imaginary
cliffside town of fog, this book makes a journey
both natural and psychological, using
experiments in language and form to capture the
search for personhood and place.
In the Shadow of Frankenstein: Tales of the
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Modern Prometheus - Stephen Jones
2016-07-05
The most infamous doctor of the Gothic Era once
again delves into the forbidden secrets of the
world, when literature's most famous creature
lives again... Frankenstein... His very name
conjures up images of plundered graves, secret
laboratories, electrical experiments, and
reviving the dead. Within these pages, the
maddest doctor of them all and his demented
disciples once again delve into the Secrets of
Life, as science fiction meets horror when the
world's most famous creature lives again. Here
are collected together for the first time twentyfour electrifying tales of cursed creation that are
guaranteed to spark your interest—with classics
from the pulp magazines by Robert Bloch and
Manly Wade Wellman, modern masterpieces
from Ramsey Campbell, Dennis Etchison, Karl
Edward Wagner, David J. Schow, and R.
Chetwynd-Hayes, and new contributions from
Graham Masterton, Basil Copper, John Brunner,

Guy N. Smith, Kim Newman, Paul J. McAuley,
Roberta Lannes, Michael Marshall Smith, Daniel
Fox, Adrian Cole, Nancy Kilpatrick, Brian
Mooney and Lisa Morton. Plus, you're sure to
get a charge from three complete novels: The
Hound of Frankenstein by Peter Tremayne, The
Dead End by David Case, and Mary W. Shelley's
original masterpiece Frankenstein; or, The
Modern Prometheus. As an electrical storm
rages overhead, the generators are charged up,
and beneath the sheet a cold form awaits its
miraculous rebirth. Now it's time to throw that
switch and discover all that Man Was Never
Meant to Know.
The Year's Best Science Fiction: Twenty-Fourth
Annual Collection - Gardner Dozois 2007-07-10
Widely regarded as the essential book for every
science fiction fan, "The Year's Best Science
Fiction" collects work by Michael Swanwick,
Geoff Ryman, Allen Steele, Nancy Kress, Robert
Reed, Michael Cassott, Charles Stross, and many
other bright talents.
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The Readers' Advisory Handbook - Jessica E.
Moyer 2010-03-22
Presents guidelines to creating readers' advisory
lists for every level of reader in any genre,
including such information as how to gain
familiarity with one's collection, how to create
and market booklists, and how to organize
related programs.
The Faery Reel - Ellen Datlow 2020-03-24
This “wondrous” collection of fantasy tales from
Neil Gaiman, Patricia A. McKillip, and others “is
a treasure chest. Open it and revel in its riches”
(Kirkus Reviews, starred review). For this
enchanting anthology—a World Fantasy Award
finalist—editors Ellen Datlow and Terri Windling
“asked their contributors to reimagine Fäerie” in
the present day, or “search its more dimly lit
pathways,” and the authors have responded with
bountiful imagination. The title piece is a poem
by Neil Gaiman, but most of the others are
longer pieces, “like shards of stories you want to
hear more of.” Jeffrey Ford “limns the

heartbreaking tale” of fairies who live in
sandcastles built by young children; Ellen
Steiber’s ‘Screaming for Fairies’ “sketches the
lineaments of desire.” Bruce Glassco “finds a
different voice for Tinkerbell and Captain Hook
in ‘Never Never.’” Tanith Lee’s ‘Elvenbrood’ tale
is eerie and “chilling.” Gregory Maguire, Nina
Kiriki Hoffman, Patricia A. McKillip, and Emma
Bull’s stories all “enchant” and bewitch. Delia
Sherman’s ‘CATNYP’ is “both funny and deeply
clever, warming the cockles of anyone who has
ever had dealings with a research library,
especially New York Public’s” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review). This companion volume to The
Green Man: Tales from the Mythic Forest is “a
rewarding choice for those who like the
traditional with a twist” (Booklist).
The Palgrave Handbook to Horror Literature Kevin Corstorphine 2018-11-07
This handbook examines the use of horror in
storytelling, from oral traditions through folklore
and fairy tales to contemporary horror fiction.
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Divided into sections that explore the origins
and evolution of horror fiction, the recurrent
themes that can be seen in horror, and ways of
understanding horror through literary and
cultural theory, the text analyses why horror is
so compelling, and how we should interpret its
presence in literature. Chapters explore
historical horror aspects including ancient
mythology, medieval writing, drama, chapbooks,
the Gothic novel, and literary Modernism and
trace themes such as vampires, children and
animals in horror, deep dark forests, labyrinths,
disability, and imperialism. Considering horror
via postmodern theory, evolutionary psychology,
postcolonial theory, and New Materialism, this
handbook investigates issues of gender and
sexuality, race, censorship and morality,
environmental studies, and literary versus
popular fiction.
Celestial Inventories - Steve Rasnic Tem
2019-12-10
Among the transforming events in these twenty-

two genre-bending stories: an office worker and
his wife fade into a literal invisibility; a
photographer discovers the unexpected in the
faces of dead children; a girl moves onto a
strange street when she fails to return from
trick-or-treating; an artist devotes his career to
contracting diseases; a plague of head
explosions becomes a new form of terrorism; a
couple's aging dismantles reality; and a
seemingly pointless life finds final expression in
bits of folded paper. Steve Rasnic Tem's other
works include Deadfall Hotel, Onion Songs, Ugly
Behavior, and The Man on the Ceiling. Celestial
Inventories may be the World Fantasy Awardwinning author's finest collection to date. Stories
included in this collection: The World Recalled
The Disease Artist Halloween Street When We
Moved On The Woodcarver’s Son Invisible Head
Explosions Chain Reaction The Secret Flesh
Origami Bird In These Final Days of Sales Little
Poucet The Bereavement Photographer
Firestorm The Mouse’s Bedtime Story Last
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Dragon The Monster in the Field The High Chair
Dinosaur Giant Killers The Company You Keep
Celestial Inventory
Inferno - Ellen Datlow 2009-03-31
As stated in her introduction to Inferno, Ellen
Datlow asked her favorite authors for stories
that would "provide the reader with a frisson of
shock, or a moment of dread so powerful it
might cause the reader outright physical
discomfort; or a sensation of fear so palpable
that the reader feels compelled to turn on the
bright lights and play music or seek the
company of others to dispel the fear." Mission
accomplished. Datlow has produced a collection
filled with some of the most powerful voices in
the field: Pat Cadigan, Terry Dowling, Jeffrey
Ford, Christopher Fowler, Glen Hirshberg, K. W.
Jeter, Joyce Carol Oates, and Lucius Shepard, to
name a few. Each author approaches fear in a
different way, but all of the stories' characters
toil within their own hell. An aptly titled
anthology, Inferno will scare the pants off

readers and further secure Ellen Datlow's
standing as a preeminent editor of modern
horror. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror 2008 Kelly Link 2008-09-30
Collects fantasy, horror, fairy tales, and gothic
stories chosen from the past year, including
works by Ursula K. LeGuin, Neil Gaiman, and
Bill Lewis.
Sacred and Immoral - Jeffrey A. Sartain
2009-01-14
Sacred and Immoral: On the Writings of Chuck
Palahniuk, edited by Jeffrey A. Sartain, combines
the efforts of an international list of writers to
explore the depths of Chuck Palahniuk’s fiction.
Scholars have paid attention Palahniuk’s
premiere novel, Fight Club, for years. Sacred
and Immoral is the first anthology dedicated to
scholarship focused on Palahniuk’s work
following Fight Club, which he has been
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producing at an average of a book a year for
thirteen years. By collecting the work of an
interdisciplinary group of scholars under a
single cover, Sacred and Immoral extends the
reach of Palahniuk scholarship beyond any
previous publication. Sacred and Immoral
provides the single most comprehensive and
useful scholarly resource to date for anyone
wishing to examine Chuck Palahniuk’s fiction in
an academic context. Some of the anthology’s
chapters situate Palahniuk’s work within
existing generic conventions, while other
chapters are concerned with the theoretical
underpinnings of Palahniuk’s writing and the
philosophical implications of his work. With
eleven new critical analyses of Palahniuk’s later
novels, Sacred and Immoral drastically expands
the range and depth of academic inquiry into
Palahniuk’s fiction commensurate with the
prominent and exciting position Palahniuk’s
work occupies in contemporary culture. Sacred
and Immoral also includes a new interview with

Chuck Palahniuk, conducted by literary scholar
Matt Kavanagh. Finally, Sacred and Immoral
boasts the most complete primary and secondary
bibliographies of Palahniuk-related materials to
date. Sacred and Immoral is not an attempt to
have the last word on Chuck Palahniuk’s
literature. Rather, this volume is a springboard
for other projects that relate to Palahniuk’s
writings. The anthology provides a critical
framework for Palahniuk’s later literature that
students, teachers, and researchers can use in
their own classrooms and writing.
Blood and Other Cravings - Ellen Datlow
2011-09-13
When we think of vampires, instantly the image
arises: fangs sunk deep into the throat of the
victim. But bloodsucking is merely one form of
vampirism. For this brilliantly original
anthology, Ellen Datlow has commissioned
stories from many of the most powerfully dark
voices in contemporary horror, who conjure
tales of vampirism that will chill readers to the
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marrow. In addition to the traditional fanged
vampires, Datlow presents stories about the
leeching of emotion, the draining of the soul,
and other dark deeds of predation and
exploitation, infestation, and evisceration...tales
of life essence, literal or metaphorical, stolen.
Seventeen stories, by such award-winning
authors as Elizabeth Bear, Richard Bowes, Kathe
Koja, Margo Lanagan, Carol Emshwiller, and
Lisa Tuttle will petrify readers. With dark tales
by Laird Barron, Barry Malzberg and Bill
Pronzini, Kaaron Warren, and other powerful
voices, Blood and Other Cravings will redefine
the terror of vampires and vampirism. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Nightmare Carnival - Dennis Danvers
2014-10-07
A man determined to kill a clown. A child’s
eleventh birthday heralds the arrival of a bizarre
new entourage. A suicidal performer just can’t

seem to die. All of these weird marvels and more
can be found at the Nightmare Carnival! *
Featuring an introduction by Katherine Dunn
(Geek Love).
Remove the Eyes - Ralph Moore 2009-05-12
Remove the Eyes features nine stories from
writer Ralph Robert Moore, including four
stories never before published. Ralph Robert
Moore's fiction has been published in America,
England, Ireland and Australia, and translated
into Lithuanian and Chinese. His work has been
widely anthologized, including the nineteenth
edition of The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror,
published by St. Martin's Press, edited by Ellen
Datlow. His story The Machine of a Religious
Man was nominated as Best Story of the Year in
the 2006 British Fantasy Society Awards. His
novel Father Figure was published in 2003. His
website SENTENCE at ralphrobertmoore.com
features a wide selection of his writings.
The Best of Lady Churchill's Rosebud
Wristlet - Kelly Link 2007-08-28
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Unexpected tales of the fantastic, & other odd
musings by Nalo Hopkinson, Karen Joy Fowler,
Karen Russell, Jeffrey Ford, and many others
Contains stories by the amazing Jeffrey Ford, the
fabulous Karen Joy Fowler, the unlikely Kelly
Link, the thrilling Nalo Hopkinson, the
shockingly good Karen Russell, the unnerving
James Sallis, and dozens of uncanny others, as
well as useful lists of many kinds and straightshooting advice from Aunt Gwenda. Edited by
Kelly Link & Gavin J. Grant Introduction by Dan
Chaon Contents include: “Travels with the Snow
Queen” by Kelly Link “Scotch: An Essay into a
Drink” by Gavin J. Grant “Unrecognizable” by
David Findlay “Mehitobel Was Queen of the
Night” by Ian McDowell “Tan-Tan and Dry Bone”
by Nalo Hopkinson “An Open Letter Concerning
Sponsorship” by Margaret Muirhead “I Am
Glad” by Margaret Muirhead “Lady Shonagon’s
Hateful Things” by Margaret Muirhead
“Heartland” by Karen Joy Fowler “What a
Difference a Night Makes” “Pretending” by Ray

Vukcevich “The Film Column: Don’t Look Now”
by William Smith “A Is for Apple: An Easy
Reader” by Amy Beth Forbes “My Father’s
Ghost” by Mark Rudolph “What’s Sure to Come”
by Jeffrey Ford “Stoddy Awchaw” by Geoffrey H.
Goodwin “The Rapid Advance of Sorrow” by
Theodora Goss “The Wolf’s Story” by Nan Fry
“Three Letters from the Queen of Elfland” by
Sarah Monette “Tacoma-Fuji” by David Moles
“Bay” by David Erik Nelson “How to Make a
Martini” by Richard Butner “Happier Days” by
Jan Lars Jensen “The Fishie” by Philip Raines
and Harvey Welles “Dear Aunt Gwenda, Vol. 2”
by Gwenda Bond “The Film Column: Greaser’s
Palace” by William Smith “The Ichthyomancer
Writes His Friend with an Account of the Yeti’s
Birthday Party” by David J. Schwartz “Serpents”
by Vernoica Schanoes “Homeland Security” by
Gavin J. Grant “For George Romero” by David
Blair “Vincent Price” by David Blair “Music
Lessons” by Douglas Lain “Two Stories” by
James Sallis “Help Wanted” by Karen Russell
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“’Eft’ or ‘Epic’” by Sarah Micklem “The Red
Phone” by John Kessel “The Well-Dressed Wolf:
A Comic” by Lawrence Shimel and Sara Rojo
“The Mushroom Duchess” by Deborah Roggie
“The Pirate’s True Love” by Seana Graham “You
Could Do This Too” “The Posthumous Voyages of
Christopher Columbus” by Sunshine Ison
North of Infinity II - Mark Leslie 2006
From cutting edge technology to bizarre
disturbing adventures, from planet altering
consequences to speculative erotica, this
anthology offers great variety for the discerning
Sci-Fi lover.. A man sending messages to himself
in the past to alter his destiny.. A society in
which purchasing a new personality is the
norm.. An erotic affair with a cartoon character..
Breaking medical advances that challenge a
society's morals.. Genetic reproduction to the
extreme.The return of the remarkable
series!!!!Stories by today's best Science Fiction
writers as they embark on a speculative journey
examining change in its many different guises

and styles.The editor, Mark Leslie, is the Auroranominated genre-bending mind behind the
critically acclaimed short story collection. One
Hand Screaming North of Infinity II includes 13
short stories by Internationally Acclaimed and
Award Winning authors.
Banquet for the Damned - Adam Nevill
2014-03-13
Few believed Professor Coldwell could
communicate with spirits. But in Scotland's
oldest university town something has passed
from darkness into light. Now, the young are
being haunted by night terrors and those who
are visited disappear. This is certainly not a
place for outsiders, especially at night. So what
chance do a rootless musician and burned-out
explorer have of surviving their entanglement
with an ageless supernatural evil and the
ruthless cult that worships it? A chilling occult
thriller from award-winning author Adam Nevill,
Banquet for the Damned is both a homage to the
great age of British ghost stories and a pacey
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modern tale of Devil worship and witchcraft.
Evaporating Genres - Gary K. Wolfe
2011-01-03
In this wide-ranging series of essays, an awardwinning science fiction critic explores how the
related genres of science fiction, fantasy, and
horror evolve, merge, and finally “evaporate”
into new and more dynamic forms. Beginning
with a discussion of how literary readers
“unlearned” how to read the fantastic during the
heyday of realistic fiction, Gary K. Wolfe goes on
to show how the fantastic reasserted itself in
popular genre literature, and how these genres
themselves grew increasingly unstable in terms
of both narrative form and the worlds they
portray. More detailed discussions of how
specific contemporary writers have promoted
this evolution are followed by a final essay
examining how the competing discourses have
led toward an emerging synthesis of critical
approaches and vocabularies. The essays cover a
vast range of authors and texts, and include

substantial discussions of very current fiction
published within the last few years.
Year's Best Fantasy 2 - David G. Hartwell
2002-07-02
Contains tales of enchantment, wonder, and
horror by authors including Ursula K. LeGuin,
Charles de Lint, Tanith Lee, Gene Wolfe, Ted
Chiang, Kate Riedel, Terry Goodkind, and Nicola
Griffith.
Bereft - Craig Laurance Gidney 2013-03-05
Fourteen-year-old Rafael Fannen decides to fight
back and take control of his life after enduring
bullying, taunts about his sexuality, and racism
at his all-male Catholic preparatory school.
The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror 18 Stephen Jones 2011-08-04
The year's darkest tales of terror Here is the
latest edition of the world's premier annual
showcase of horror and dark fantasy fiction. It
features some of the very best short stories and
novellas by today's masters of the macabre including Neil Gaiman, Brian Keene, Elizabeth
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Massie, Glen Hirshberg, Peter Atkins and Tanith
Lee. The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror
also features the most comprehensive yearly
overview of horror around the world, lists of
useful contact addresses and a fascinating
necrology. It is the one book that is required
reading for every fan of macabre fiction.
Twists of the Tale - Ellen Datlow 2009-02-02
In ancient Egypt they were worshiped. In the
Middle Ages they were crucified. From a gentle
purr to a sudden scratch, enter the dark, secret
world of the creature who is definitely not man's
best friend - and who likes it just fine that way.
In this extraordinary collection, twenty-four
master storytellers look into the inscrutable eyes
of felis catus, and see a reflection of the
frightening, the fantastic, and the bizarre. From
birds' feet left at your door to a howl in the
night, from a preen to a pounce, find out who
they really are... if you dare.
Australian Dark Fantasy and Horror - Angela
Challis 2009

The latest edition of this critically acclaimed
anthology is now available. Includes stories by
Garth Nix, Sean Williams, Terry Dowling and
Richard Harling.
Strange Roads - Steven Lloyd 2016-11-19
Steven Lloyd has brought together his most
acclaimed stories in one collection. Strange
Roads includes: The Wooden Box, When
Darkness Falls, Brothers, Where There Be
Dragons, The Wallet, and The Fight of the
Century. Also includes an introduction by John
Paul Allen and interviews with the author.
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror 2007 - Kelly
Link 2007-10-02
For twenty years this award-winning compilation
has been the nonpareil benchmark against which
all other annual fantasy and horror collections
are judged. Directed first by Ellen Datlow and
Terri Windling and for the past four years by
Datlow and Kelly Link and Gavin J. Grant, it
consistently presents the strangest, the funniest,
the darkest, the sharpest, the most original—in
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short, the best fantasy and horror. The current
collection, marking a score of years, offers more
than forty stories and poems from almost as
many sources. Summations of the field by the
editors are complemented by articles by Edward
Bryant, Charles de Lint, and Jeff VanderMeer,
highlighting the best of the fantastic in,
respectively, media, music, and comics, as well
as honorable mentions—notable works that
didn’t quite make the cut, but are nonetheless
worthy of attention. The Year’s Best Fantasy and
Horror: Twentieth Annual Collection is a
cornucopia of fantastic delights, an unparalleled
resource and indispensable reference that
captures the unique excitement and beauty of
the fantastic in all its gloriously diverse forms,
from the lightest fantasy to the darkest horror.
Conversations with George Saunders Michael O'Connell 2022-06-27
Besides being one of America’s most celebrated
living authors, George Saunders (b. 1958) is also
an excellent interview subject. In the fourteen

interviews included in Conversations with
George Saunders, covering nearly twenty years
of his career, the Booker Prize–winning author of
Lincoln in the Bardo and Tenth of December
provides detailed insight into his own writing
process and craft, alongside nuanced
interpretations of his own work. He also delves
into aspects of his biography, including
anecdotes from his childhood and his
experiences as both a student and teacher in
MFA programs, as well as reflections on how
parenthood affected his writing, the role of
religious belief and practice in his work, and
how he has dealt with his growing popularity
and fame. Throughout this collection, we see
him in conversation with former students, fellow
writers, mainstream critics, and literary
scholars. In each instance, Saunders is eager to
engage in meaningful dialogue about what he
calls the “big questions of our age.” In a number
of interviews, he reflects on the moral and
ethical responsibility of fiction, as well as how
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his work engages with issues of social and
political commentary. But at the same time,
these interviews, like all of Saunders’s best
work, are funny, warm, surprising, and wise.
Saunders says he has “always enjoyed doing
interviews” in part because he views “intense,
respectful conversation [as], really, an
artform—an exploration of sorts.” Readers of
this volume will have the pleasure of joining him
in this process of exploration.
The Green Man - Ellen Datlow 2020-03-24
Drawing on the mythology of the Green Man and
the power of nature, Neil Gaiman, Jane Yolen,
and others serve up “a tasty treat for fantasy
fans” (Booklist). There are some “genuine gems”
in this “enticing collection” of fifteen stories and
three poems, all featuring “diverse takes on
mythical beings associated with the protection of
the natural world,” most involving a teen’s
coming-of-age. Delia Sherman “takes readers
into New York City’s Central Park, where a
teenager wins the favor of the park’s Green

Queen.” Michael Cadnum offers a “dynamic
retelling of the Daphne story.” Charles de Lint
presents an “eerie, heartwarming story in which
a teenager resists the lure” of the faerie world.
Tanith Lee roots her tale in “the myth of
Dionysus, a god of the Wild Wood.” Patricia A.
McKillip steeps her story in “the legend of
Herne, guardian of the forest. Magic realism
flavors Katherine Vaz’s haunting story. Gregory
Maguire takes on Jack and the Beanstalk, and
Emma Bull looks to an unusual Green Man—a
Joshua tree in the desert” (Booklist). These
enduring works of eco-fantasy by some of the
genre’s most popular authors impart “a real
sense of how powerful nature can be in its
various guises” (School Library Journal). “A
treasure trove for teens and teachers exploring
themes of ecology and folklore.” —Kirkus
Reviews “The stories are well-written and
manage to speak to both the intellect and the
emotions.” —SF Site
Snow White, Blood Red - Ellen Datlow
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2019-01-01
Fairy tales retold—with a twist—from “some of
our best storytellers” including Neil Gaiman,
Gahan Wilson, Tanith Lee, and others (The
Washington Post). In this “no holds barred . . .
nightmarish . . . provocative” collection,
bestselling and award-winning fantasy masters
put a dark, disturbing, and erotic spin on your
favorite bedtime stories—and give you
something entirely new to trouble your dreams
(The New York Times Book Review). A boy is
haunted through adulthood by a soul-eating
creature that lies forever in wait under Neil
Gaiman’s “Troll Bridge”; a melancholy
amphibian shares his most private fantasies with
a therapist in Gahan Wilson’s “The Frog Prince”;
in Tanith Lee’s “Snow-Drop,” a lonely artist
invites seven circus performers into her home to
satisfy an obsession; in Steve Rasnic Tem’s
“Little Poucet,” a band of lost brothers find
refuge and terror with a hungry family in the
woods; and Wendy Wheeler delves into the

deviant psyche of the predatory male in “Little
Red.” Also featuring Nancy Kress, Charles de
Lint, Melanie Tem, Patricia A. McKillip, Jack
Dann, and others, all paying a revisit to our
favorite fairy tales in ways you’ve never dared to
imagine.
Bibliographic Index - 2010
Science Fiction: The Year's Best (2006 Edition) Joe Haldeman 2014-01-08
Horton's elegiac anthology of 15 mostly hard SF
stories illuminates a broad spectrum of grief
over love thwarted through time, space, human
frailty or alien intervention, from the gentle
melancholy of Michael Swanwick's "Triceratops
Summer," which posits tame Technicolored timewarped dinosaurs in Vermont, to newcomer
Leah Bobet's "Bliss," an agonizing riff on nearfuture drug addiction. Several selections address
current political-social issues, like Mary
Rosenblum's "Search Engine," which
extrapolates today's technology to chilling, Big
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Brotherly results. The long closing story, Alastair
Reynolds's "Understanding Space and Time,"
however, presents a ray of cosmic hope: the sole
survivor of a plague that decimated humanity is
rescued and healed by intergalactic entities and
lives out millennia while seeking ultimate truths,
returning to see mankind regenerated. This
anthology reflects the concerns of the genre
today—and the apparent inability of our society
to do anything about them. -- Publishers Weekly
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror: Third
Annual Collection - Ellen Datlow 1990-07-15
Collecting the creme de la creme of the horror
and fantasy fields, this third volume amasses the
best from 1989, including works by Scott Baker,
Pat Cadigan, Joe Haldeman, Tanith Lee, Jonah
Carroll, Robert McCammon and Bruce Sterling,
as well as extensive overviews of the year in
horror and fantasy, and Ed Bryant's survey of
the year's movies.
The Del Rey Book of Science Fiction and
Fantasy - Jeffery Ford 2008-04-29

“Ellen Datlow is the queen of anthology editors
in America.”—Peter Straub With original stories
by Jeffrey Ford, Pat Cadigan, Elizabeth Bear,
Margo Lanagan, and others From Del Rey Books
and award-winning editor Ellen Datlow, two of
the most respected names in science fiction and
fantasy, comes a collection of fifteen all-new
short stories, plus a science fiction novella, that
could count as a virtual “best of the year”
anthology. Here you will find slyly twisted
alternate histories, fractured fairy tales, topical
science fiction, and edgy urban fantasy. In
“Daltharee,” World Fantasy Award–winning
author Jeffrey Ford spins a chilling tale of a city
in a bottle—and the demented genius who put it
there. In “Sonny Liston Takes the Fall,” John W.
Campbell Award–winning author Elizabeth Bear
pens a poignant and eerie requiem for the
heavyweight forever associated with his
controversial loss to Cassius Clay. From hot new
writer Margo Lanagan comes “The Goosle,” a
dark, astonishing take on Hansel and Gretel. In
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the novella “Prisoners of the Action,” Paul
McAuley and Kim Newman take a trip down a
rabbit hole that leads to a Guantanamo-like
prison whose inmates are not just illegal but
extraterrestrial. Many of the writers you’ll
recognize. Others you may not. But one thing is
certain: These stars of today and tomorrow
demonstrate that the field of speculative fiction
is not only alive and well—it’s better than ever.
PLUS TWELVE MORE STORIES “The Elephant
Ironclads” by Jason Stoddard “Ardent Clouds” by
Lucy Sussex “Gather” by Christopher Rowe
“North American Lake Monsters” by Nathan
Ballingrud “All Washed Up While Looking for a
Better World” by Carol Emshwiller “Special
Economics” by Maureen F. McHugh “Aka St.
Mark’s Place” by Richard Bowes “Shira” by
Lavie Tidhar “The Passion of Azazel” by Barry N.
Malzberg “The Lagerstätte” by Laird Barron
“Gladiolus Exposed” by Anna Tambour “Jimmy”
by Pat Cadigan
Latin American Women Writers - Kathy S.

Leonard 2007-09-19
There is a wealth of published literature in
English by Latin American women writers, but
such material can be difficult to locate due to the
lack of available bibliographic resources. In
addition, the various types of published narrative
(short stories, novels, novellas, autobiographies,
and biographies) by Latin American women
writers has increased significantly in the last ten
to fifteen years. To address the lack of
bibliographic resources, Kathy Leonard has
compiled Latin American Women Writers: A
Resource Guide to Titles in English. This
reference includes all forms of narrative-short
story, autobiography, novel, novel excerpt, and
others-by Latin American women dating from
1898 to 2007. More than 3,000 individual titles
are included by more than 500 authors. This
includes nearly 200 anthologies, more than 100
autobiographies/biographies or other narrative,
and almost 250 novels written by more than 100
authors from 16 different countries. For the
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purposes of this bibliography, authors who were
born in Latin America and either continue to live
there or have immigrated to the United States
are included. Also, titles of pieces are listed as
originally written, in either Spanish or
Portuguese. If the book was originally written in
English, a phrase to that effect is included, to
better reflect the linguistic diversity of narrative
currently being published. This volume contains
seven indexes: Authors by Country of Origin,
Authors/Titles of Work, Titles of Work/Authors,
Autobiographies/Biographies and Other
Narrative, Anthologies, Novels and Novellas in
Alphabetical Order by Author, and Novels and
Novellas by Authors' Country of Origin.
Reflecting the increase in literary production
and the facilitation of materials, this volume
contains a comprehensive listing of narrative
pieces in English by Latin American women
writers not found in any other single volume
currently on the market. This work of reference
will be of special interest to scholars, students,

and instructors interested in narrative works in
English by Latin American women authors. It
will also help expose new generations of readers
to the highly creative and diverse literature
being produced by these writers.
Sun Shadow Mountain - Donald R. Anderson
2007-05-01
This anthology is composed of the generous
contributions from a group of 38 poets, artists
and photographers. The book contains an
astounding variety of poetry, prose, photography
and artwork. It is a celebration of life as well as
an expression of lament. The book takes the
reader through a series of moods, enriched with
narrative poetry that reflects the California
lifestyle, and the melancholia of heartbreak and
loss, all the way through to the prolific and
inspirational.
The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror: Fifth
Annual Collection - Ellen Datlow 1992-07-15
This acclaimed series, winner of numerous
World Fantasy Awards, continues its tradition of
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excellence with scores of short stories from such
writers as Michael Bishop, Edward Byrant,
Angela Carter, Terry Lamsley, Gabriel Garcia
Marquex, A.R. Morlan, Robert Silverberg,
Michael Swanwick, Jane Yolen and many others.
Supplementing the stories are the editors'
invaluable overviews of the year in fantastic
fiction, Edward Bryant's witty roundup of the
year's fantasy films, and a long list of Honorable
Mentions -- all of which adds up to an invaluable
reference source, and a font of fabulous reading.
The Routledge Companion to Biology in Art
and Architecture - Charissa N. Terranova
2016-08-12
The Routledge Companion to Biology in Art and
Architecture collects thirty essays from a
transdisciplinary array of experts on biology in
art and architecture. The book presents a
diversity of hybrid art-and-science thinking,
revealing how science and culture are
interwoven. The book situates bioart and
bioarchitecture within an expanded field of

biology in art, architecture, and design. It
proposes an emergent field of biocreativity and
outlines its historical and theoretical foundations
from the perspective of artists, architects,
designers, scientists, historians, and
theoreticians. Includes over 150 black and white
images.
The Multimedia Encyclopedia of Women in
Today's World - Mary Zeiss Stange 2013-01-09
This e-only volume expands and updates the
original 4-volume Encyclopedia of Women in
Today's World (2011), offering a wide range of
new entries and new multimedia content. The
entries reflect such developments as the Arab
Spring that brought women's issues in the
Islamic world into sharp relief, the domination of
female athletes among medal winners at the
London 2012 Olympics, nine more women
joining the ranks of democratically elected heads
of state, and much more. The 475 articles in this
e-only update (accompanied by photos and video
clips) supplement the themes established in the
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original edition, providing a vibrant collection of

entries dealing with contemporary women's
issues around the world.
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